ABSTRACT "Rainbow Range Finder" is a method for rapidly acquiring 3D information based on spectral analysis. It uses a special light with continuous spectrum to project across the objects, and its image will present the regular change of colors. One color forms a line in the color image and responds to a light plane structured by a wave band in the spectrum. When all the light planes are calibrated and the camera model is known, we can calculate 3D coordinates of all image points in the scene. This paper mainly discusses the light plane calibration and color classification techniques for implementation of these methods.
INTRODUCTION
3-D information acquisition is an important subject on computer vision. It is widely used in 3-D scene recognition and restoration. One of the most used method is stereo vision technique. Feature matching is a difficulty in its application' . To solve the problem, one method is by using structured light technique, that can produce a kind of artificial feature for vision system to easily recognize in observing scene. A simple structured light is called slit light. In order to obtain the information of scene, a scan device has to be us2 . Some more complicated structured lights have been used (such as multi-slit light, grid light, color coded light and so on) .These techniques reduce the difficulty in feature matching in obtaining 3-D information of scene.
Since there still are some problems such as rough resolution that would lose a lot of scene details. Rainbow structured light technique will provide a good projective structured light. It can emit a kind of spectrum beam with continuous varied waves. That means there are many monochromatic slit lights across the whole field of view. Each monochromatic slit light could be recognized as a kind featured structured light. If we can distinguish these slit lights from the color spectrum beam, then the 3-D information of all points in the image could be calculated. To realize such idea, there must be a special light source that can emit slit lights with continuous varied waves. The pauern looks like a "Rainbow", as the whole color spectrum, from violet to red, is projected on scene. The basic idea was given by Tajima&Iwakawa in 1990 ' . The image of the scene that illuminated by the Rainbow pattern was acquired with a monochromatic camera instead of a color camera. Two different color filters that placed in front of the camera were used, and two images ofthe scene were captured sequentially. For the same point, the intensity relation between the two images depends directly on the wavelength. As the system needs to capture two images for each measurement, it was limited to static scene.
proposed a similar system using Color CCD camera and a Linear Variable Wavelength Filter (LVWF) in 1996.
We have developed an experiment system and studied some key techniques, such as light source constructing, color classification, color surface's calibration, etc. This paper will describe the principle of the method at first, then discuss color classification and calibration in detail, and give thç experiment result at last.
RAINBOW RANGE FINDER PRINCIPLE
A slit light from a light source can form a light plane in space. When the light plane projects across a surface of an object in scene, it presents a bright strip, and this strip can be shown in an image taken by a camera. Any point of the strip in the image could determine a space straight line. According to the structured light theory, the 3-D coordinates of the intersection point of the light plane and the straight line can be determined in the space. When the light emitted from the source is a group of spectral rays across whole color spectrum, each spectral ray of the light will correspond to a special color, and it defines a light plane (see Fig. 1 ). Because of the continuity of the spectrum light, any image point in scene projected by the light corresponds to a special spectral ray. The 3-D coordinate of any image point can be calculated by the intersection of the light plane defined by its color and the space ray defined by projective model the image point.
if the camera parameters and the space equation of the color planes corresponding to every spectral ray are known, the 3-D information of scene will be determined as follows. The different color areas in an image are separated using color classification algorithm at first. Then the linear equations of all pixels in the image are structured according to the results of system calibration, and 3-D coordinates of all image points can be obtained by solving the linear equations. The 3-D shape description will be formed and can be reconstructed. The flow agram of the software is shown in Fig.2. 
COLOR CLASSIFICATION
The color in the image captured by CCD camera is expressed by RGB coordinate system. Since RGB coordinate system can not express the real color perception directly, it must be transformed to another color coordinate system. This can be done by two steps, first the lightness and the chrome are separated to obtain the 1-D lightness subspace and the 2-D chrome subspace, then the chromate is separated to Hue and Saturation. The hue indicates the innate character of the color that can be distinguished and denoted by H. The different colors such as red, orange, yellow, green, cyan, blue and violet express the difference of hue. Hue is mainly equivalent to the concept Of main wavelength. The saturation denoted by S indicates the purity ofcolor equivalent to the concept ofpureness. The lightness denoted by Y indicates the brightness ofthe color. The relationship ofH, 5, Y is presented in Fig. 3 .
Another YIQ chromaticity coordinate system is selected as the transformation system. Its transformation function is presented in formula (1) _______
Colors are mainly classified upon the value of Hue . Color classification of an image that is used for light plane calibration is a little different from image classification. that is used for 3-D calculation.
The classification for the light plane calibration is as follow: The hue is quantified into 360 degree first, and each hue value corresponds to a color category. Suppose that every spectral ray is a straight line in image, and the hue of these rays is gradually changed. We can not calculated some image points which are not satisfied with the two conditions. if the number of some categories is much less, then the hue of the category will be emerged to neighbor category. After that, each category will be fitted into a straight line. Such category will corresponds to main hue, scope of the hue and linear equation. When we want to calculate 3-D coordinates of an image point related to world system, first to determine the hue scope that the point belong to, second, match its hue with the main hue ofthe category, else matching Space line L
The system calibration includes camera calibration and space color plane calibration. The selection of parameters that will be calibrated depends on the requisition of the method of 3-D calculation. The calibration includes camera parameters and the expression of every color ray plane (light plane) in space .The camera parameters can be obtained by using the method presented at the tu' . By this method, the 3-D coordinates of a group particular points that is not at the same planes and their 2-D image coordinates must be known. The calibration precision depends upon the precision of the particular points coordinates and the amount of the particular points. Here, we will mainly present the calibration of the light plane.
The slit light source can form a light plane in space as we known. It can be considered that every spectral ray in a continuous spectrum will correspond to a space light plane as presented in fig. 4 , and we suppose there are n strip spectral rys in the continuous spectrum. Fig.4 presented three such spectral rays which formed 3 light planes Cl , Ci, C with different wavelength A, A A,, respectively. We can obtain two groups of space lines when these light planes are intersected by two parallel planes at different distance z = ; 1fld Z Zb . Suppose the two lines intersected with the color plane C, are L and Lb the two space lines must be at the color plane C1 . Then the expression ofthe color plane C, can be solved by the equations of the two lines.
The concrete accomplished processing is as follows: 1).Set a white plane at vertical direction of Z axis(light axis), and the plane can move along Z axle. 2).Project a continuous spectrum onto the plane, and pick up two images by a color CCD camera when the plane at z = Z,, and z =;. The expression of every spectral plane in two images can be acquired by colors separating. Suppose the equation of the space line L1,, and L, at the image plane are v = kjaU + b,g. and v = k,bu + b respectively. By using camera model, the 3-D coordinate of every point at the space lines L10 ind L can be computed. Because these points are all at the space plane O, the equation of 01 that presented in formula (2) can be obtained using plane fitting.
A,x +B,y + C,Z =
EXPERIMENT RESULT
An experiment system was built (see fig. 5 ) to realize range image acquiring. The image processing system is composed ofPC386 microcomputer, 1860 accelerated board, VISIONpius-AT CFG image board, and FlO color CCD camera. The particular light source is the FH-50 auto slide project.
The color slide was made by drawing the color spectrum at the image monitor and took photo from the monitor. Because ofthe characters of source image were changed as above optical process, the result of color classification in calibration was not straight lines but curves. For this reason, the quadratic curves at the image plane was fitted first, and all space color surfaces were fitted as the space quadratic surfaces. For example, the space color surface 0, can be fitted with the standard equation as formula (3). In the experiment, we took two frames of image at z = 40mm and z = 100mm separately during color spectnim calibration. As a result. the two images were quantified into 138 colors, and they corresponded to 138 space quadratic surfaces. Fig.6 gives the range image obtained by this method. The source scene is a book that was opened and faced down.
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Fig 6 Experiment result
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The "Rainbow Range Finder" is an active method of acquiring 3-D information based on spectrum analysis. This method can overcome the shortcoming of classical range finding methods. The whole 3-D description and 3-D shape construction is not need interpolation. This method need not matching at multiple images as well, so it simplifies the computing process and avoids from matching errors. The implementation of this method will be widely applied at machine vision and industrial engineenng by its particular features.
